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More than 100,000 people in two dozen Russian cities have been evacuated from schools,
malls and government buildings following a series of bomb threats this week that show no
signs of abating.

Russia’s state-run television channels have given little to no airtime to the wave of scares
sweeping Russia’s towns and cities.

On Thursday, however, the Kremlin’s spokesperson Dmitry Peskov said the string of alerts
amounted to “telephone terrorism” adding that “all necessary measures” were being taken to
identify the perpetrators.

The deputy head of the Defense Committee in the State Duma told Bloomberg on Wednesday:
“There’s never been anything like this before,”

“The only goal is to set off destructive processes, to sow panic” Frants Klintsevich said.

https://themoscowtimes.com/news/thousands-evacuated-in-russian-bomb-scares-but-state-tv-stays-quiet-58941


Here’s what you need to know about the crisis:

— The evacuations began in Omsk early on Sunday, when law enforcement cleared two dozen
buildings including cinemas, schools, malls and City Hall. Eleven malls, several cinemas and
restaurants were later evacuated in Ryazan after authorities received threats there too.

— By Monday, as many as 42 bomb scares prompted evacuations in Chelyabinsk, Ufa,
Stavropol and Kopeisk. Supermarkets and shopping centres were also evacuated in Bryansk,
according to Gazeta.ru, which cited local authorities as saying that the evacuations were not
the result of drills.

— On Tuesday, schools were ordered emptied alongside several malls and a bus and train
station in Perm. In total, 45,000 people were evacuated from 205 buildings in 22 cities that
day, according to the state-run RIA news agency. 

— The bomb threats spread to at least 10 more cities on Wednesday, including Moscow. More
than 100,000 people were evacuated from train stations, universities, hotels and malls in the
Russian capital, including the GUM department store on Red Square.

— St. Petersburg joined the roster of Russian cities to conduct mass evacuations on Thursday.
More than a dozen shopping centers were evacuated following anonymous threats there.

In Moscow, around 10,000 people were ordered to vacate at least eight schools on the second
day that the threats gripped the capital.

Who's behind the anonymous threats?

— Interfax cited a Chelyabinsk law enforcement official on Tuesday as saying: “There’s
reason to assume this was all organized abroad.”

— An unnamed source close to the security services told RBC late on Wednesday the
anonymous internet phone calls were tracked to an IP-address in Ukraine.

— Some Russian media outlets cited law enforcement officials as saying that the mass
evacuations were the result of drills.

— A law enforcement official told the state-run RIA news agency on Thursday that the
banned terrorist group Islamic State could be behind the bomb threats.

RIA’s source added the investigation had been complicated due to the fact the threats were
being made using encrypted messengers and anonymous calling services online.

— RIA later cited an unnamed law enforcement source as saying that several suspects had
been identified and are expected to be put on an international wanted list.
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